
～ ～For Foreign Students And Technical Interns

DON'T GET INVOLVED IN CYBER CRIMES

We have many cyber crime cases in which foreign students and Technical Interns got involved, because they
might think "It's Easy Task And Good For Money".

Case Examples

The suspects of criminal syndicate uses a compromised login ID, passwords, credit card numbersRecipient
to purchase online merchandises and send the package to you. After you receive the package,
you are supposed to resend it to the designated address.

The suspects of criminal syndicate uses a compromised ID and passwords to login online bankingWithdrawal
web site illegally. They transfer the money to multiple bank accounts which were made under
Chinese. The suspect send the bank card to you, and ask you to withdraw the money at ATM
in convenience stores, banks, etc.

You transfer your original bank account to the criminal syndicate.Account Transfer

All these examples are " Obviously a Crime !!"
"This is a easy job", "Just receive the package", "JustDon't believe these words

withdraw the money", etc.
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If you yield to the temptations, You will end up in the "Worst Scenario" as below.

ARRESTED

・Enforced Repatriation ・Imprisonment ・Fine

Although I came to Japan,

I have to go back to my country

without obtaining any skills.

・Lawsuit may be filed against you
for significant damages claim.

・You will be accused of not discharging
your responsibilities as the bank
account holder.

I thought that it's not

a big deal, But If I don't

care about my bank

account.....

It's going to be

A BIG TROUBLE !

・Your bank account will be closed.

We make a list of those suspicious bank accounts・
and share the list with financial institutions.

I can't get my salary through my bank account.......

Automatic deduction like school tuition, utility cost, can't be made.

It's so inconvenient to live in Japan without any bank accounts.

・You can't make any bank accounts in Japan.

You should respect our Japanese laws, and be aware of

any involvement in these kinds of cyber crimes.


